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Peace Oracle
Brand:
Product Code: PEACE
Availability: In Stock
Weight: 0.00kg
Dimensions: 0.00cm x 0.00cm x 0.00cm

Price: $34.95

Short Description

PEACE ORACLE
Guidance for Challenging Times
By Toni Carmine Salerno and Leela J. Williams

Available NOW

45 cards & 72-page guidebook set, packaged in a hardcover box.

Even those born into peace, can succumb to the hurries and pressures of daily life and
find themselves despairing at the loss of harmony, accord and contentment. However,
peace is an art that can be developed and nurtured just like any other quality or skill.
Beautiful, thoughtful and lovingly crafted, this oracle from Toni Carmine Salerno and
Leela Williams will inspire, support and strengthen you on the journey to calm,
compassion and confidence. The sublime images and insightful messages offer practical
advice, higher guidance and affirmations to help you cultivate peace in your heart, your
head and your home so that serenity can blossom into all areas of your life. Begin to live

your peace today …
Description

PEACE ORACLE
Guidance for Challenging Times
By Toni Carmine Salerno and Leela J. Williams

45 cards & 72-page guidebook set, packaged in a hardcover box.

Even those born into peace, can succumb to the hurries and pressures of daily life and
find themselves despairing at the loss of harmony, accord and contentment. However,
peace is an art that can be developed and nurtured just like any other quality or skill.
Beautiful, thoughtful and lovingly crafted, this oracle from Toni Carmine Salerno and
Leela Williams will inspire, support and strengthen you on the journey to calm,
compassion and confidence. The sublime images and insightful messages offer practical
advice, higher guidance and affirmations to help you cultivate peace in your heart, your
head and your home so that serenity can blossom into all areas of your life. Begin to live
your peace today …
If you would like this product to be signed by co-author Leela Williams, add a note in the
comments at checkout.
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